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Stainless steel AISI 316L swimming pool create a unique water spaces and are a valuable oasis for recuperation and a source 
of health. Through modern design, limited possible shapes and the superb quality of workmanship our swimming pools merge
harmoniously into every environment. We offer the ideal solution for every desire, be it for sport, relaxation or a childrens pool. 
Our swimming pools are sturdy all rounders with outstandingly superb design. Be inspired by a range of material combination 
and create glittering hight lights through the stylish display of colour and lights. The stainless pool from proteam offer you 
relaxation and pleasure and enables  to escape every life.  

Stainless steel has long been known and proven in the chemical food and pharmaceutical industries. Architecture has discovered
it as an important and modern design material.

WHAT MAKES STAINLESS STEEL POOL SO SPECIAL

INOX POOL

STAINLESS STEEL POOLS

THE BEST DONT COMPROMISE

•The best value from money ratio in the industry, because of  unlimited lifespan.
•Lowest maintenance, lowest operation and lowest cleaning costs.
•Absolutely no leakage. Shortest lead time from order to deliver and installation.
•The self supporting structure is ready for use even before the pit is filled
•The best hygenic conditions, benchmark tested. Self Cleaning Design.
•Embossing the stainless steel pool floor makes it slip resistant and automatically 
  generates the brilliant blue water colour all by itself.
•No bleaching, no colour less and completely UV resistant.
•The unique welding  technique conseals the bolds used in reinforcing the pool walls,
  thus creating a beautifully smooth surface.
•No frost damage.  

•Maximum lifespan without  loss of aesthetic quality

•Optimum hygienic conditions

•Smooth joint less surface

•Everlasting water tightness

•Economical use with minimal cleaning costs

•No danger of frost damage

•High material elasticity

The calm zone in your pool 

Access stairs are required for the installation

of a bubbling bench. It promotes relaxed

coversation and sunbathing

This powerful white and RGB spa smart underwater spotlight  

ADVANTAGE OF STAINLESS STEEL SWIM AGAINST THE STREAM
Competive free style or relaxed swimming

Without reaching the order end of the pool

with the Fluvo C2(G)counter current system

you can adapt the counter flow and the air
 
mixture to your requirement

Flow Rate 1000 lt / min 

RELAXATION ACCESSORIES LIGHTING ACCESSORIES

Diameter    130mm
Max. Current consumption   70Watt
Luminance    5600-7200 lm

Floor bubble jet

BEAUTIFUL   •STYLISH    •LOW MAINTENANCE   •COST EFFICIENT AND HIGHLY DURABLE  •EXCLUSIVE
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Outdoor pool with
Visible pool edge

Outdoor pool with
Concealed pool edge

Indoor pool with
Visible pool edge

Indoor pool with
Concealed pool edge
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INOX POOL

SELECTION FROM THE CLASSIC LINE OF PRIVATE POOLS

SKIMMER POOLS HARMONIA

LEVEL  DECK POOLS 

Harmonia skimmer pools offer you the possibility of choosing between visible and concealed pool edge when designing your pool.
Perimeter. This option is available regardless of material. Weather stone, wood or other material it is an option for both indoor and 
outdoor areas. The drawings clearly show the different between self supporting outdoor pools with angled supports as static support
and self supporting indoor pools with surrounding concrete basis without angled supports.

Unlike skimmer pool, it is not necessary to scoops insects and leaves out of overflow pool. Surface dirt is guided to the overflow 
channel. The water is conveyed through the filter system and returned to the pool through the floor inlet channel as clean water.
The drawing clearly show the difference between self-supporting outdoor pools with angled support as static and self supporting 
indoor pools with surrounding concrete basin without angled support. 

outdoor pool Indoor pool
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CUSTOMIZED STAINLESS STEEL POOLS
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